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Language School ～航～ 

(1) 

A: I have to give an important speech next week in front of my boss and all my co-workers. I’m so 

nervous. 

B: Charles, you should have more (          ) in yourself. You’re a great speaker. 

1 confidence 2 wonder  3 balance  4 curiosity 

(2) 

Mr. Thompson is a very strict teacher. He does not (        ) students to talk in the classroom, and his 

tests are very difficult. 

1 permit  2 restore  3 suggest  4 fail 

(3) 

Ken and Ted get along well even though they have (        ) personalities. Ken is outgoing and enjoys 

meeting new people, while Ted is a very quiet person. 

1 valuable 2 effective 3 opposite 4 political 

(4) 

A: Sean, I’m going to stop by your apartment this weekend to return your DVD. But I’ll definitely call 

you (         ). 

B: Please do that, Donna. It’ll give me time to clean up a little. 

1 otherwise 2 instead  3 furthermore 4 beforehand 

(5) 

The fireman who rescued the family was given a special (        ) for bravery by the city. 

1 award  2 trade  3 route  4 measure 

(6) 

Gina kept a diary while she was traveling across the United States last spring. She wrote about the 

people she (        ) and the conversations she had with them. 

1 produced 2 encountered 3 detected 4 suspended 

(7) 

When Kaori started taking dance classes, her (        ) was to become a ballet dancer, but she soon 

realized that she liked tap dancing more. 

1 intention 2 suspicion 3 exception 4 demonstration 

(8) 

A: John, when we go to Japan this summer, I’d rather not start in Tokyo. 

B: OK. Then let’s (        ) the order. We can start in Hiroshima, then go to Kyoto, and finish in 

Tokyo. 

1 demand 2 serve  3 attract  4 reverse 

(9) 

Last week, Maria was chosen as Employee of the year at her company. To celebrate this (         ), 

her husband took her to nice restaurant. 

1 retirement 2 achievement 3 mixture 4 quantity 

(10) 

Some of Tom’s co-workers were trying to raise money for charity that builds schools in poor countries. 

Tom decided to (        ) $50. 

1 perform 2 contribute 3 concentrate 4 preview 
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(11) 

A: Mom, are you listening? This is important. It’s about my plans to go to college. 

B: Yes, I’m listening. I’m all (        ). 

1 ears  2 hands  3 toes  4 eyes 

(12) 

A: I really don’t want to go to today’s meeting. Mr. Lee always asks me lots of hard questions. 

B: You have to go, Steve. You can’t just (            ) from your problems. You have to try to solve 

them. 

1 pass over 2 try out  3 run away 4 go along 

(13) 

A: I don’t want to go to France for our vacation, but my husband insisted. 

B: You shouldn’t always let him have his own (        ). Sometimes you should make him do what 

you want to do. 

1 line  2 case  3 belief  4 way 

(14)  

Whenever his students get noisy, Mr. Reinhart stands at the front of the room with his arms 

(        ) and waits for them to be quiet.  

1 stuck  2 connected 3 folded  4 caught 

(15) 

A: Two hundred dollars a night! That seems expensive for a hotel. 

B: Actually, it’s pretty cheap if you take into (        ) the fact that the price includes two meals. 

1 appearance 2 experience 3 account 4 export 

(16) 

A: Have you finished reading that report from the marketing department? 

B: Yes, but it was really long. It took me three hours to (            ) it. 

1 get through 2 wander around 3 come across 4 take after 

(17) 

Storytelling has always been used as a way to (        ) wisdom from generation to generation. 

1 leave out 2 pass down  3 warm up 4 head for 

(18) 

Jonathan has the morning newspaper (        ) to his house because he likes to read the news while 

eating his breakfast. 

1 deliver 2 delivered 3 delivering  4 to deliver 

(19) 

A: I’ve already spent $4,000 on furniture for my new house, but I still don’t have everything I need. 

B: You should have gone to the used-furniture store. With that much money you (            ) able 

to buy everything you need without any problem. 

1 would have been 2 will be  3 had been  4 were 

(20) 

Richard does not really like his fob, and he considered (        ) the company last month. But his 

friends advised him to stay because it would be hard to find a new job. 

1 leave  2 leaving 3 left  4 to leave 
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(1) 

A: I have to give an important speech next week in front of my boss and all my co-workers. I’m so 

nervous. 

B: Charles, you should have more confidence in yourself. You’re a great speaker. 

(2) 

Mr. Thompson is a very strict teacher. He does not permit students to talk in the classroom, and his 

tests are very difficult. 

(3) 

Ken and Ted get along well even though they have opposite personalities. Ken is outgoing and enjoys 

meeting new people, while Ted is a very quiet person. 

(4) 

A: Sean, I’m going to stop by your apartment this weekend to return your DVD. But I’ll definitely call 

you beforehand. 

B: Please do that, Donna. It’ll give me time to clean up a little. 

(5) 

The fireman who rescued the family was given a special award for bravery by the city. 

(6) 

Gina kept a diary while she was traveling across the United States last spring. She wrote about the 

people she encountered and the conversations she had with them. 

(7) 

When Kaori started taking dance classes, her intention was to become a ballet dancer, but she soon 

realized that she liked tap dancing more. 

(8) 

A: John, when we go to Japan this summer, I’d rather not start in Tokyo. 

B: OK. Then let’s reverse the order. We can start in Hiroshima, then go to Kyoto, and finish in Tokyo. 

(9) 

Last week, Maria was chosen as Employee of the year at her company. To celebrate this achievement, 

her husband took her to nice restaurant. 

(10) 

Some of Tom’s co-workers were trying to raise money for charity that builds schools in poor countries. 

Tom decided to contribute $50. 

(11) 

A: Mom, are you listening? This is important. It’s about my plans to go to college. 

B: Yes, I’m listening. I’m all ears. 

(12) 

A: I really don’t want to go to today’s meeting. Mr. Lee always asks me lots of hard questions. 

B: You have to go, Steve. You can’t just run away from your problems. You have to try to solve them. 

 

  

(13) 

A: I don’t want to go to France for our vacation, but my husband insisted. 

B: You shouldn’t always let him have his own way. Sometimes you should make him do what you 
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want to do. 

(14)  

Whenever his students get noisy, Mr. Reinhart stands at the front of the room with his arms folded 

and waits for them to be quiet.  

(15) 

A: Two hundred dollars a night! That seems expensive for a hotel. 

B: Actually, it’s pretty cheap if you take into account the fact that the price includes two meals. 

(16) 

A: Have you finished reading that report from the marketing department? 

B: Yes, but it was really long. It took me three hours to get through it. 

(17) 

Storytelling has always been used as a way to pass down wisdom from generation to generation. 

(18) 

Jonathan has the morning newspaper delivered to his house because he likes to read the news while 

eating his breakfast. 

(19) 

A: I’ve already spent $4,000 on furniture for my new house, but I still don’t have everything I need. 

B: You should have gone to the used-furniture store. With that much money you would have been 

able to buy everything you need without any problem. 

1 2 will be  3 had been  4 were 

(20) 

Richard does not really like his fob, and he considered leaving the company last month. But his 

friends advised him to stay because it would be hard to find a new job. 

 

 


